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Mission Statement
To provide to individuals, from any background, the wisdom of
Vedanta and practical means for spiritual growth and happiness,
enabling them to become a positive contributor to the society.

All of us have only twenty-four hours per
day. Whether one is a mighty person, who is
making history in the world, or just earning
his livelihood, this is true. After twenty-four
hours, the next day comes - to a man of
achievement, to a great scientist discovering,
to a poet writing, to an immortal artist
painting, to an ordinary labourer working. Three hundred and
sixty five days make a year. Yet you find that the men who
make history within a short time of ten to twenty years carry
out such a wonderful achievement as to leave behind something
remarkable, for which the succeeding generations are grateful.
Often it is a wonder to many, as to how one ordinary individual,
within a short time, could do so much work, could contribute so
much to the world, while there are others with him/her. working
much harder, but leaving nothing behind.
When we act, the glory of the action is dependent, not upon
the environment, nor where you work and how you work, but
upon the intention or motive behind the work, which lends
enchantment to the very work. The work is glorified, it gathers
a new momentum, it bristles with a new ardour, only because
of the ardency or the faithful intentions of the heart behind the
worker's hand.
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From The Editors Desk
Tej, is a bi-monthly publication of Chinmaya Mission San Jose. CMSJ is in the
process of getting the necessary permits to build the New Facility.
The City of San Jose is studying the building drawings and when they are
approved we shall begin the construction of our New Building.
We are happy to show you some elevation drawings of the projects. We invite
you to visit the site when you can.
News and events update via e-newsletter on CMSJ web-site is serving our
timely announcements. Please keep us updated with your e-mail addresses and
send them to “Cmsj-news@chinmaya.org”
If you do not hear from us e-mail or Chinmaya Tej, please forward your
address and e-mail to me indicated on this page.
Chinmaya Tej is also available for viewing on our website.
Chinmaya-Tej will be mailed to all Sponsors and Members of Chinmaya
Mission San Jose. Send your subscription marked, Chinmaya-Tej, CMSJ, 1050
Park Ave., San Jose, CA 95126.

Chinmaya Tej Editorial Staff
Editor:
Uma Jeyarasasingam (umakj@sbcglobal.net)
Co-editor:
Rohini Joshi
Electronic Editorial Advisor:
Satish Joshi
Contributors:
Subbu Venkatkrishnan, Br.Prabodh Chaitanya, Swami Chinmayananda
Design & Layout:
four waters / four waters media
Printing:
Bill Browning / PigMint Press, Redway, California
Data Base:
Kapil Vaish
Mailing:
Autozip, Ukiah, California
Contact us:
http://www.chinmaya.org • Phone: (650) 969-4389 Fax: (650)428-1795
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The Need
for a Facility
Hari Om!

Chinmaya Vision – A Commitment to Excellence
As Bala Vihar enrollment and attendance at events grows, the Chinmaya
vision - “to provide maximum happiness, to the maximum (number
of) people, for the maximum time” - continues to inspire the entire
Chinmaya Mission San Jose community. In the midst of increasing challenges, our commitment to excellence remains strong as ever. It is quite
evident that the present Sandeepany San jose Facility is not adequate
to support needs of our activities: Balavihar, Yagnas, Pujas & Festivals.
Our need for a new facility emerges from this situation.

New Building Plan & Status
We started the New Building project on Maha Shivarathri in 2006 and
acquired the property - an old church - on 10160 Clayton Road in
San Jose, in January 2008 (2 buildings, ~11,000 sq ft total, 1.7 acres)
at a cost of $2.6M and are in the process of building a new ashram
from the ground up on the property. Architectural plans for the new
ashram have been approved by the City of San Jose and we have been
granted a Planned Development permit. Construction drawings are being
worked on, which will be reviewed by the City and this will culminate
in obtaining a Building permit that will help us commence construction.
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Building Details
The permit allows construction of approximately 26,000 square foot
building for assembly use with associated parking of 87 spots. A total
of 17 rooms are planned for classroom instruction. At a given time, 370
children/adults can be accommodated in the classrooms, and the assembly
area capacity is 340. For special programs we have conditional use permission provided we demonstrate adequate off-site parking.

Ground Breaking
The ground breaking function for our new ashram is planned for July
22, 2011 in the auspicious presence of our beloved Guruji, HH Swami
Tejomayananda. Detailed program is being worked out.
Construction – Work To Be Done
From a limited perspective, ground breaking could be viewed as a culmination and success of a long project – a great initiative and lots of hard work
by the New Building Project Team. Yet in another way it is the beginning
of a new project where quite a bit still needs to be done. A construction
project of this magnitude naturally requires multiple conditions be met
with the city and other relevant agencies.

Financial
The estimated overall cost for this new ashram is $9M, of which $2.6M
has been spent in acquiring the property. Additionally, we have incurred
soft costs like architectural fees, civil and site engineering, environmental
testing, emissions testing, geological and geotechnical services etc., in the
range of $250K-$300K. The construction cost alone is expected to be of
the order of $6M-$6.5M. Once the construction drawings are available,
we will be able to get a better estimate of the construction cost. We are
anticipating bank financing to the tune of $4M. Over the past few years,
we have made significant progress in our fund-raising efforts and are
counting on your continued support to help us reach the goal line. We
actively seek everyone's support to build this new ashram, a legacy for
generations to come.
Thank you and God bless
CMSJ New building team.
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Chinmaya ~ Tej
Thank you for asking about Chinmaya Tej. Pujya Gurudev initiated
and launched the CMSJ Newsletter in 1988. Later, finding the
CMSJ Newsletter to be, in his words, “like a catalog”, i.e., woefully
inadequate for the purposes he had in mind, he gave detailed
guidelines to transform it into a formal, informative, useful, and
high-quality publication. Thus Chinmaya-Tej was born.
The manifold purposes of Tej, as laid out by Gurudev, are as follows:
1. It is the voice of CMSJ.
2. Gurudev wanted CMSJ’s publication to be of high quality and
comparable to CMW’s Mananam and other Chinmaya Mission
Publications.
3. It is the official publication of CMSJ. When CMSJ was first
registered as Non-Profit Organization, there were queries from
various government agencies as to whether CMSJ had an official
publication, from which they could learn about CMSJ, our
history, mission, and values. Tej served that purpose.
4. Tej is CMSJ’s mode of outreach and communication to spiritual
seekers beyond those who are able to attend CMSJ’s discourses
in person. Extra copies of each issue of Tej are printed so as to be
available for new seekers.
5. Gurudev also instructed us to cover Vedanta topics in the Tej.
Accordingly, Tej has articles on Vedanta topics for beginners as
well as advanced readers.
Other Details about Tej:
1. The annual cost to produce 6 issues of Chinmaya Tej
is $21,000. It is paid for by CMSJ’s Annual Membership
contributions, Bala Vihar revenues, and general donations.
2. Chinmaya Tej is also available online. Hard copies of
Chinmaya Tej are distributed only to members of CMSJ
who reside in California.
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Reprinted from Tapovan Prasad of June 2005
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How are we to evaluate our actions as good or bad?
If, as a result of any of your actions, you feel unhappy or your mind is
agitated or disturbed, then it falls under the category of bad actions. But
if your action has contributed to the good of the general public, though
it might have caused some personal difficulties to you, then the action
should be termed a good one.
Rama decided to go to the forest for fourteen years. He did not change
this decision, though all his subjects and the elders of King Dasharatha’s
court earnestly pleaded with him not to go to the forest. It is true that,
as a result, Rama had to undergo a lot of difficulties. However, a good
result followed at the end. Hence, Rama’s decision to go to the forest is
to be termed as a good one.
If your mind is pure and if your thoughts are not influenced by selfish
motives, you can boldly take good decisions. I would even say that, for this,
faith in God is not essential; what is required is an absolute involvement in
the work that you do. You should be absolutely certain that what you do
is correct and public good would result out of your actions. Then you get
self-confidence. How could the old man Gandhiji, who walked only with
the help of a stick, oppose the mighty British Empire and attain victory?
Every one cannot take the correct decision at the first stroke. Sometimes
mistakes can happen. It does not matter. Think that though I have failed
this time, I will do it in the proper way next time. Everything will turn
out to be well in course of time. Even if the expected results do not
follow in fifteen attempts from the sixteenth attempt onwards results will
be forthcoming.

Guided by my finite intelligence, I perform all actions, good
and bad, as directed by my inclinations. Now I am trying to offer
my actions to the Lord. As far as good acts are concerned, there
is no problem. But can I offer Him my bad actions as well?
Even if we throw all the garbage collected in a community into the fire,
the blazing flames will consume everything and make it pure. Fire cannot
be contaminated by anything. In fact, it purifies everything.
Please remember that God has a fiery touch. He is perfect, no imperfection can demean Him, nor can your efforts at beautifying and glorifying
Him ever add an iota of glory to His infinite beauty
A pinch of salt in a teaspoon of water can make it uncomfortably saline.
But if the same pinch of salt is thrown into a swimming pool, no saline
taste is added to the water. Even if our imperfections, lusts, passions and
7

cruel prejudices were offered to the Lord, the infinite perfection of the
Supreme would not be dulled.
Make use of God as a trash can, wherein you can empty yourself of your
strengths, as well as your weaknesses; your merits, as well as your sins.
He is eagerly waiting for them.
He is ever a beggar at your door for the contents of your heart. that is why
Hindu gods are depicted standing with the left palm extended outward,
demanding from you, your imperfections, and with the right palm raised
in an attitude of blessing and sign of giving. The Lord showers His grace
upon us and fills our hearths with His presence only when we empty
ourselves by offering our all to Him.
Don’t hesitate for a moment. Give Him first all your weaknesses and
negative tendencies, thereby heightening the beauty of your strengths
and virtues. In the last act of giving, offer the Lord a garland made from
your sweetness and goodness. Thus, when you are empty, you merge into
Him. He alone is.

My mind runs about too much, I don’t seem
to be able to get it under control. What can I do?
Your are describing a situation, which every sincere seeker, at some time
or other, goes through. This is mainly because you are unnecessarily
despairing at the direction in which your mind is running at some point
or other in time.
The mind, like a child, must be allowed to play. Even if you are keeping
a dog, there are moments when it must be let loose to run and jump and
skip and pant; once exhausted, the dog obediently comes to lie down at
your feet, wagging its tail, expressing its total love and loyalty.
Don’t unnecessarily worry over the mind running about now and then,
perhaps against your own wishes; the dog, in his enthusiasm, may even
jump at the owner. Try to change the very direction of your thoughts;
recognise that every action that we do, physical or mental, is only because
of His enlivening presence in our heart. It is our little ego that prompts us
to gain and achieve, acquire and possess. These are all unnecessary; that
change within us cannot come overnight. Ignore these little slips of the
mind, which are nothing but the past habits. Learn to smile at its follies
and turn the mind’s attentions to Him who is everywhere.
When the ego is getting eliminated, you will find more and more selfconfidence and self-assurance. Try to live those values of life described in
the twelfth chapter of Bhagavad Geeta.
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What Do
We Mean By

Br. Prabodh Chaitanya

What is the nature of Brahman? It is Existence, Consciousness, Bliss, and
Infinitude. That is my Nature, and Brahman is the essential nature of all.
Hence everyone is Existence, Consciousness, Bliss, and Infinitude. This
Consciousness also is known as Knowledge. If Knowledge is my Nature,
then why do I have to know the Knowledge discussed in Vedanta? This
question is being considered because if our Nature is Knowledge, then
everyone should be a realized soul. However, that is not the case.
So what is the difference between wise men and ignorant men? The
difference is that men of ignorance do not know the SELF, and men of
knowledge know the SELF. It is the knowing, or the knowledge of the
Self, that makes the difference between the wise and the otherwise. The
following article provides more clarification on this Knowledge of the Self
and on Knowledge as our Nature (or Consciousness): How are these two
ideas distinct? Even though my Nature is Knowledge, unless I gain the
knowledge of that Knowledge, wisdom does not come.
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To clarify this idea further, if I take an object, a paper weight, for example,
when will I have the knowledge of this paperweight? I gain knowledge of
this paperweight when it comes in contact with my eyes in proper light.
Now what do I mean by knowledge of this paperweight taking place? The
answer is explained thus: When this object of knowledge (paperweight)
comes in contact with a valid means for its being known (In this case eyes
are the valid means of knowledge.), a thought modification takes place, and
that thought modification is in the form of this object (paperweight). This
thought of a paperweight is illumined by the reflection of Consciousness.
The reflection of Consciousness is always there with a thought modification. Therefore I can say that I know this paper weight.
The above example explains how the knowledge of an object occurs: I have
to have a thought modification of an object for knowledge of an object
to take place. If I want to know a person, then I must have a thought
modification of that person’s form. If I want to know a particular sound,
then I have to have a thought modification in the form of that sound.
This same principle is applicable to knowing a taste or a flower or a
pot, etc. Now if I want to know Brahman, then I need to have a thought
modification of Brahman because without that thought modification no
knowledge is possible.
What kind of thought modification is this one of Brahman? Since we
can understand the thought modification of an external object (a flower,
pot, apple, person, etc.), we can understand the thought modification of
Brahman as being of two types. One is in the form of “there exists some
Brahman other than me, and that Brahman is all pervading Existence,
Consciousness, nameless, formless, attribute-less, action-less, species-less.”
This type of thought modification is an objectification of Brahman. The
knowledge resulting from this kind of thought modification is considered
incomplete knowledge. Therefore, it is not enough to have only this
knowledge of Brahman. When seekers begin their spiritual journey, however,
their understanding of Brahman starts with this kind of knowledge. They
think that Brahman is something other than themselves and that one day
they will come to know Brahman. This type of knowledge is called “indirect
knowledge.” In Samskritam, it is called “paroksha gnanam.” When I have
thus objectified Brahman, this knowledge of Brahman is incorrect knowledge.
Then what is the other type of thought modification of Brahman? It is called
“brahma kaara vritti,” or “akhandakaara vritti” — direct knowledge of
Brahman. This thought modification is in the form of “I am that Existence,
Consciousness, nameless, formless, birthless, deathless, attribute-less,
action-less, species-less Brahman.” This kind of thought modification should
come eventually, but when will it come? Before listening to the scriptures
10

or after listening to the scriptures? It should come afterwards, because
without studying the scriptures no such knowledge will come.
The thought modification that is direct knowledge of Brahman (“brahma
kaara vritti”) is what makes a wise man different from an ignorant man.
Wisdom or knowledge will take place when this kind of thought modification occurs. Therefore, this type of thought modification of Brahman is
a must, which means knowledge of this Knowledge is a must. Otherwise,
everyone would be wise because everyone’s Nature is Knowledge only. Yet
it is not the case that everyone is wise.
This understanding that the knower disappears when I say, “I am
Brahman,” is the subtle difference between knowing anything else and
knowing the SELF. In knowing other things I remain as the knower,
and I want to keep the position as owner of this knowledge. I want to
add various “feathers to my cap.” That is why the unwise person says,
“I know physics, law, biology, computers, etc., and, by the way, I also
know Brahman.” However, the Knowledge of SELF removes the knower
(the ego) who wants to own all other knower-ships. In my knowing of
Brahman, my individuality is eliminated. I cannot be an individual and
Brahman at one and the same time.
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Compassion
Incarnate

~Swami Abhedananda
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If the lord wants to love someone, He does it in two ways. Firstly, He
expresses Himself in the seeker internally as a tremendous sense of love for
the Guru and a feeling of security in having reached him. He establishes the
conviction in the heart of the disciple that my Guru is the only one who
can save me from the world of sorrows and sobs, tears and sighs. He feels
that the Lord’s love is being showered upon him through the compassion
of the Guru. We see the young students in our Vedanta Courses thriving
on the love of the Guru, not even missing the comforts of their home. It
is a wonder how we develop this faith and dedicate our entire life to the
Guru, convinced that the Guru is the Lord Himself! Who places this faith
in us? Who sustains and nourishes this shraddha in us? We are ready to
die and be reborn repeatedly to serve the Guru! Who nurtures this desire?
All these are the manifestations of the Gurubhava-avatar, the incarnation
of the Lord in our hearts in the the form of love for the Guru. Pujya
Gurudev used to say, “My love for my Teacher was love at first sight.”
Secondly, the Lord expresses Himself as infinite compassion in the Guru's
heart, which melts in love for the disciple. From the highest realms of
meditation, the Guru comes down to the level of the student, with only
desire to answer the agonised call of the suffering student. None can grow
in life, nor drop off one’s negativities, unless there is a Compassionate
Soul who accepts one despite all one’s shortcomings. It is very easy to see
somebody’s faults, easier still to publicise them, easiest to feel superior by
denigrating others! On the other hand, the Teacher takes it up as a project,
sometimes of many lives together, to carve a beautiful murti (statue) out
of a rough rock lying by the wayside — bringing out the inner beauty of
the tarnished mind. The Guru has to have a very soft and compassionate
heart even to accept the student as he is; if we were to be judged by what
we deserve then none of us would be qualified to sit at his feet! Very
few of us know that in the initial years Pujya Gurudev did not hesitate
even to go around sticking posters for his own yagnas, cycling all over to
publicise his own talks, just to ensure that the message of Vedanta reached
the common man. Compassion indescribable!
In 1991, I was on my way to attend Pujya Gurudev’s Suvarna Tulabhara
in Mumbai at Leela Kempinski (hotel). My train was delayed and when I
reached the hotel, Gurudev had already left the venue. Sorely disappointed,
I went to the Powai Ashram to meet him. He spotted me from a distance
and called me. Holding my hands and looking deep into my eyes, he simply
said, “I was waiting for you.” In speechless ecstasy I stood dumbfounded,
overwhelmed with gratitude at his compassionate acceptance. In my life I
am yet to hear another such sentence soaked in love and understanding.
It is the Guru's causeless kindness and acceptance that finds expression
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intuitive insight into our problems. Gradually, we learn to turn to him for
help in solving all our trials and tribulations, within and without.
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There was a lady, who met Pujya Gurudev for the first time, with a
deep sense of guilt about her husband, who was not the least interested
in spirituality and who had refused to accompany her. As she got up
after offering her pranams to Gurudev, he met her eyes with a look of
compassion, held her hands and said in a soft voice, “He will be okay
in course of time and will become more spiritual than you!” It left her
speechless, as she had not shared her thoughts with anyone. This one
gaze of her Guru opened a new world of calmness and serenity for her.
Today, she and her husband are actively serving Chinmaya Mission, as
ardent devotees of Gurudev.
The Divine Thirst
The enthusiasm of the Teacher is much greater than that of the disciple.
The Chinmaya Mission Worldwide is indeed a manifestation of Gurudev’s
thirst to remove our sorrow. How powerful his thirst must have been! After
the Vedanta Course, he used to address the new brahmacharis, who were
entering the field, “I don’t expect you to go to the caves for meditation. I want
you to become missionaries of our culture - walking talking ambassadors of
Hinduism.” Gurudev’s vision was to bring about a renaissance of Hinduism
by creating an awareness of our basic tenets through intellectual explanations
and reinforcing those values with relentless practice in actual life.
Gurudev’s dream of changing the society was through transformation at
the individual level. He insisted on inner growth. In one of his numerous
letters to the brahmacharis he said, “Your regular anushthaana alone can
bring a glow in your talk.” Through his words, the Teacher constantly does
archana of the disciple’s mind. With each talk and every word, he removes
some corner of our ignorance, cleans some dirt of our mind, removes some
doubt of our intellect and we feel transformed and renewed after reveling in
his words. Once, when I expressed to him my difficulty in living the great
values of life, he roared firmly, “Don’t compromise! Never be an adapter,
always be an evolver in life.”
The disciple loves the teacher out of faith, regarding him as a great
person; but the Teacher doesn’t have an iota of doubt about the student.
He knows that it is the Lord alone who has come to him in the form
of a student. The disciple may lose his confidence in the Teacher, but
never will the Guru lose hope in the student. He can see the light
that permeates the darkness in the disciple’s mind. Once I confided to
Gurudev about how I had lost faith in myself. He laughed and said,
“The more you lose faith in yourself, the more faith I have in you!”
His words keep ringing in my heart and I discover something to smile
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at even in the most hopeless situation. For a student to maintain faith
in himself is very difficult. He thrives and flourishes in the faith that
the Teacher has in him. Hence in his presence we respond differently
in keeping with the divine image of us that he invokes.
Our Prostrations...
We offer our prostrations to that source of Infinite Compassion, who
incarnates to quench our thirst for the Truth, whose only thirst is to quell
our sorrow.
Guru is the name of that divine source; Guru is the form of that selfless
desire; Guru is that kripa-murti (embodiment of grace), which bathes us
in the nectarean showers of satsang amidst the scorching heat of samsara.
If this compassion were not there in the Lord, we would be trapped in our
small and suffocating world. If not for that invaluable grace, from dawn
to dust, womb to tomb, we would be shuttling from karta to bhokta. We
stumble through the same mistakes again and again, but the moment we
chant Gurudev’s name or think of his endless glories, a new sense of hope
dawns in us. We feel a spark of faith that there is a future waiting for
us. Once someone was discussing some topic with Gurudev and at the
end he said meekly, “Sorry Swamiji, for troubling you.” Gurudev quipped
with a loving smile, “You may try but sorry to say, this Swami cannot be
troubled. My urgency is to remove all your doubts.”
The Guru is always there to help in our sadhana. Whenever the mind is
restless or there is some doubt regarding the Scriptures, the best antidote
is to close the eyes and remember the Padukas of the Teacher. If there is
something worth earning in life, it is only the divine madness of love for
the Teacher and the agonized yearning for the Lord. If we can earn these
two, our sadhana would have borne fruit and we would have acquired
the merits of thousands of births.
Pujya Swami Chinmayanandaji came into our lives and, with his overflowing
love, stole millions of hearts forever! One touch of his was enough to wipe
away our sadness, his passing glance was sufficient to infuse the wisdom
of the Rishis, his single word was enough to kindle our enthusiasm, his
smallest appreciation made us believe in our goodness his smile made us
doubt the existence of sorrow itself, his thunderous laughter shook us out
of our attachments, his irrefutable logic loosened our hold on the illusory
world, the magic of his talks convinced us of our innate divinity! He was
a living God, a powerhouse of inspiration and an incarnation of perfection
in living. His lila, katha, nama, rupa, all are divya swarupa! May our Pujya
Gurudev ever pervade our life till we become one with Him. d
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Swami Tejomayananda
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Balavihar Stories
Swami Chinmayananda

the

Advice
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There once lived a king who was extremely fond of shikar
(hunting). One day, he was out in the jungle with his ministers
and servants, out for a daring adventure longing to be face to face
with a wild elephant or a man-eating tiger.
When they were there, hunting, they came across a Sadhu
who kept repeating:
“My advice will be sold
For one hundred mohurs of gold!
Jai Jagadeesa Hare — Jaya,
Jai Jagadeesa Hare”
The king now was a good sport. he was willing to try
anything once. He thought, “Hey, what is a hundred gold mohurs
to me! And if his advice is really worth it, why then, I shall be a
better man!”
So, he went to the Sadhu and giving him the gold said,
“Maharaj, now please give me this advice you spoke of.”
The Sadhu calmly took the mohurs and said, “O king,
always remember this - never do anything before thinking of what
its effects will be.” It was a look-before-you-leap advice.
Now the king’s minister laughed and thought, “Ha! Such
an ordinary thing, and the cost is a hundred gold mohurs! What
a fool the king is!”
The king guessed what was in his mind. Nevertheless, with
perfect gravity he said to him, “See that the Mahatma’s words are
engraved on stone and fixed in the palace so that I can always
see them.”
“Jai Jagadeesa Hare — Jaya,
Jai Jagadeesa Hare”
The minister was now quite sure that his king was mentally
a little weak. But he thought, I might as well humour him, and
he went to carry out the king’s bidding.
A short time later, one of the king’s enemies met the royal
physician and said to him, “If you are successful in poisoning the
king, I will give you five thousand gold mohurs.” The physician
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was not a very rich man. Besides, he had a greedy wife and a
large number of children to support. And then five thousand
gold mohurs was a large sum of money, indeed! So he agreed
to this disloyal scheme.
After a few days, as chance would have it, the king
developed a fever. It was too good a chance for the physician
to miss. With extreme satisfaction, thinking greedily of his five
thousand mohurs, he mixed a potion for the royal patient. He
was about to give it to the king. But suddenly his eyes fell on
the words engraved in stone - the valuable Look-before-you-leap
advice. This set the Vaidya thinking: “If the king dies after taking
poison, the courtiers will surely cut me to pieces. Of what use
then will five thousand gold mohurs be?”
So he threw away the poison and mixed another potion
for the king - this time the true medicine.
“Jai Jagadeesa Hare — Jaya,
Jai Jagadeesa Hare”
Now the king was a very clever man. He had noticed
every movement of his physician’s. So he asked, “O Doctor, tell
me truthfully. Why did you throw away the first medicine and
mix a second one for me? If you do not give me a true answer
you will be executed.”
The physician trembled with fear and spilled out the
whole plot. But since he had been sincere, the king granted him
a pardon. The enemy, however, was tracked down and put to
death.
Then the king sent for his minister and said, “The
other day you had laughed at the Sadhu’s advice. But see how
useful it has proved to be. Had the physician really given me
the poison, I would have died , the physician would have been
killed. There would have been riots. The kingdom would have
been in confusion. The minister had no answer. he hung his
head in shame.
“Jai Jagadeesa Hare — Jaya,
Jai Jagadeesa Hare”
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Bala Vihar/Yuva Kendra
and Language Classes
LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL
555 Dana Avenue, San Jose

Bala Vihar is in three sessions.

10:30 - 11:45 a.m.
9:00 - 10:15 a.m.
11:45 - 12:45 p.m.
9:30 - 10:00 a.m.
10:30 - 11:00 a.m.
		 12:45 - 1:15 p.m.
Grades KG – 4:
Grades 5 – 12:
Language classes:
Gita Chanting classes:

Adult lectures by Br. Prabodhji, are held in the Media Room.
All details are posted on Website: www.chinmaya-sanjose.org.
All parents will receive E-mail announcements with regard to changes.
The Parking Lot is on Dana Avenue and you can walk from the parking lot to
the class-rooms.
We are renting this facility from San Jose Unified School District. We are
currently using 26 classrooms in three sessions.
I appreciate all the parents, some of you who are driving your children from
as far North as Redwood City to San Jose. You will find it very rewarding as
you see your children grow up with Hindu Heritage, moulding them into
young adults. We want the best for our children.
Fremont: Classes will begin on Sept. 11, 2010 at 1:00 p.m.
Classes include BalaVihar/Yuva Kendra, Gita Chanting, Languages and
Dance classes. Vedanta Classes for Adults are also offered.
san ramon/east bay: Classes will begin on Sept. 11, 2010 at 4:30 p.m.
Classes include Bala Vihar/Yuva Kendra, Languages, Swaranjali (Youth
Choir). Vedanta Classes for Adults are also offered.
We have 1540 children enrolled in our program from our three centers
since enrollment started 07-08 school year. I wish to thank all the
volunteers who areTeachers, Co-Teachers and Youth Helpers teaching
and assisting in the different classes. It takes more than teachers to
organize these programs at San Jose Lincoln High, Fremont Washington
High, and California High School. Parent Volunteers and CMSJ Volunteers organize setting up, Book-Store, Snacks, Lecture Halls etc. Our
sincere thanks to all the many dedicated volunteers.
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Bhakti Rasamrutam
(The sweet essence of Devotion)

Swaranjali, Chinmaya Youth Choir, has produced 10 CDs containing
100 Bhajans, glorifying the Lord in many Indian Languages. The Bhajans
are rendered by 15 students of Swaranjali, with devotion, an offering
to the Lord as their contribution to the New Building Project.
Choir participants who sang on the Bhaktirasamrutam album were trained
by Prema Sriram, Jaya Krishnan and Jayshree Ramkumar. The CD
is entitled, Bhakti Rasamrutam, the sweet essence of Devotion.
All details on this CD are posted on our web-site, chinmaya-sanjose.org.
This is a rare gift which is very inspirational and uplifting.
The proceeds from the CDs will add to our Fund-raising efforts. Thanks to
all who contributed their time and talents to the production of the CD.
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Kids' Own Magazine...
BalViHar

Parents ...

This is a monthly magazine published by Central Chinmaya Mission,
Mumbai for Children. It is packed with stories, puzzles, arts and craft
ideas, children’s contributions of essays, riddles, games, and much
more. You can subscribe to it directly. The annual subscription is
$30 and you will receive it monthly by air. We suggest that you
subscribe in your child’s name so your child will have the
pleasure of receiving his or her own magazine from India.

Make your checks payable to Central Chinmaya Mission Trust
and mail it to: Central Chinmaya Mission Trust
Sandeepany Sadhanalaya, Saki Vihar Road, Mumbai 400 072, India

Gita Chanting Classes for Children
by Mallika Subramanian

San Jose: Lincoln High School / Every Sunday
Contact: (408) 245-4915
Fremont: Washington High School / Every Saturday
Contact: (510) 490-1266
San Ramon/East Bay: California High School
Every Saturday (3:15pm - 4:15pm)
Contact: (510) 490-1266
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Our thanks to all our Sponsor families who have
continued to support us for many years and to all Member
families who have found our programs to benefit their
children thereby supporting us. We have room for more
Sponsors and Members. Please invite your friends
to join the larger Chinmaya Family of the Bay Area.

CMSJ SPONSORSHIP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
CMSJ MEMBERSHIP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Chinmaya - Tej .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Chinmaya - Tej .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Annual Contribution $500
Annual Contribution $200
Annual CT Sponsors $300
Annual Subscription $50
(Receive Chinmaya-Tej only)

Tapovan Prasad
A Monthly Spiritual
of Chinmaya Mission
Worldwide
Published by Chinmaya
Chinmaya Mission Worldwide
It is Internationally acclaimed
Publication filled with articles
and reports that are
inspiring and educational.
Hindus living all over the world
keep in touch with their spiritual
heritage through Tapovan Prasad.
Annual Subscription by Airmail:
US $25 (12 issues)
Make checks payable to
Tapovan Prasad, and mail to
Chinmaya Mission
No.2, 13th Ave., Harrington Rd,
Chetput, Chennai, 600 031, India
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Scheme of Study for
Chinmaya Study Groups, US
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Self Unfoldment
Tattva bodh
Bhaja Govindam
Atma bodh
Manah Shodhanam
Upadesa Saram
Narada Bhakti Sutra
Meditation and Life
Bhagavad Gita Introduction – Ch.1 & 2
Jnanasarah
Kenopanishad
Gita, Ch. 3 – 6
Dyanaswaroopam
Kaivalya Upanishad
Gita, Ch. 7 – 9
Isavasya Upanishad
Gita, Ch. 10 – 12
Bhakti Sudha
Gita, Ch. 13 – 15
Mundaka Upanishad
Gita, Ch. 16 – 18
Sat Darshan
Vivekachoodamani

Vedanta Study Groups held in the Bay Area are listed
in this issue of Chinmaya Tej and you may contact
them if you wish to join a Study Group.
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Community
Outreach Program
Seva Opportunities
C h i n m aya M i s s i o n S a n J o s e

San jose
Are You Willing to Volunteer or Just Sponsor the Program?
If yes, please call Krishna Bhamre: (408) 733-4612
or e-mail sbhamre@yahoo.com
We need volunteers for preparing and serving
Hot Meals for the Homeless. Lunch bags are prepared at
Los Altos Community Center. All Youth volunteers
are required to sign up with Krishna Bhamre.
Meals For The Homeless Program: Served at San Jose’s
Emergency Housing Consortium at Orchard Drive off
Curtner Avenue (Adult & Youth Volunteers & Sponsors).

Fremont
Fremont BV sponsors Sandwiches For The Needy.
On the 2nd Saturday/Washington High School in Fremont.
Parents of Bala Vihar and the kids prepare 70 Sandwiches,
bag them and provide chips, fruit and juice.
The Sandwiches are delivered to the Tricity Homeless
Coalition, where they are served to adults and children.
The Shelter is located on 588 Brown Road, Fremont, CA
In addition, last Christmas, Fremont Bala Vihar donated
new blankets, sweaters, sweat shirts, and infant warm
clothes etc. to the homeless at the shelter.
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Vedanta Study Groups
Adult Sessions
Concord:
Bhagavad Gita, Ch. 8
Contact: Meena Kapadia (925) 680-7037

Sevak: Vipin Kapadia
Time: 7:30 p.m. (Wed.)

Cupertino:
Kathopanishad
Contact : Ram Mohan (408) 255-4431

Sevak: Sreeharsha
Time: 7:30 pm (Thur.)

Fremont:
Viveka Chudamani
Contact: Priya Batheja (510) 490-1926

Sevika: Priya Batheja
Time: 7:30 pm (Mon.)

Los Altos:
Bhagavad Gita Ch. 3
Contact: Ruchita Parat (650) 858-1209

Sevak: Uma Jeyarasasingam
Time: 7:30 p.m. (Mon.)

Milpitas
Vivekachudamani
Contact: Suma Venkatesh (408) 263-2961

Sevika: Uma Jeyarasasingam
Time: 7:30 pm (Tue.)

Mountain House:
Self-Unfoldment
Contact: Padmaja Joshi (209) 830-1295

Sevika: Padmaja Joshi
Time: 8:00p.m. (Wed.)

San Jose:
Bhagawad Gita Ch. 2
Contact: Krishna Reddy (408) 257-9587

Sevak: Jayaram Reddy
Time: 8:00 pm (Wed.)

Satsangs with Br. Prabodh Chaitanya
All events are from: 8:00-9:00pm

1st Friday of each month:
Kirtida & Kamalesh N. Ruparell
Text: ABC’s of Vedanta • Ph: (408) 867-9550
2nd Friday of each month:
Geetha & Sanjay Rao
Text: Srimad Bhagavatam - Kapil Gita • Ph: (408) 863-0595
3rd Friday of each month:
Sweta & Jnan Ranjan Dash, Almaden
Text: Aparokshanubhooti • Ph: (408) 268-5056
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All classes held weekly unless otherwise stated

San Jose Clayton Facility
Self Unfoldment
Sevak: Venkatesh Srinivasan
Contact: Ramana Vakkalagadda (408) 564-2749
Time: 8:00 pm (Fri.)
San Ramon
Bhagavad Gita, Ch 6
Contact: Sireesha Balabadra (925) 804-6102

Sevak: Bela Pandya
Time: 7:30 p.m. (Wed.)

San Ramon/Calif HS
Bhagavad Gita, Ch 7
Contact: Vipin Kapadia (925) 680-7037

Sevak: Vipin Kapadia
Time: 3:15 p.m. (Sat.)

Saratoga:
Self-Unfoldment
Contact: Kalpana Jaswa (408) 741-4920

Sevak: Kalpana Jaswa
Time: 7:30pm (Thur.)

Redwood City:
Bhagvad Gita, Ch. 6
Contact: Sunil Jeswani (650) 364-1074

Sevak: Sreeharsha
Time: 7:30 pm (Fri.)

Walnut Creek:
Bhagavad Gita Ch. 4
Contact: Rakesh Bhutani (925) 933-2650

Sevak: Vipin Kapadia
Time: 9:30 am (Sun.)

Prabodhji's Classes at Bala Vihar Locations
Fremont:
Danville:
San Jose:
		

Session 1:30-3 pm Bhagavad Gita Ch 3
4:30-6 pm Gitas from Tulsi Ramayana
Session 1: 9 am Bhagavad Gita Ch 11
Session 2: 10:3 am Gitas from Tulsi Ramayana

Prabodhji's Classes at Sandeepany
Mondays: 10-11:30 am Sri Ramacaritamanas
Wednesdays: 10-11:45 am Kenopanishad (followed by Sanskrit class)
Tuesdays & Thursdays: 6:30-7:30 am Mandukya Upanishad
Tuesdays & Thursdays: 7:30-8:30 pm Brhadaranyaka Upanishad
Saturdays: 6:30-8:30 am. Guided Meditation and Taittiriya Upanishad
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Itinerary for
Swami Tejomayananada
Summer 2011
Date

Location/Event

Phone

Apr 04 - Apr 12

Chinmaya Vibhooti
Pune, Maharashtra
Ishavasya Upanishad

91 - 97637 23824 (M)

Apr 12 - Apr 12

Chinmaya Vibhooti
Pune, Maharashtra
Sri Ramanavami Celebration

91 - 97637 23824 (M)

Apr 13 - Apr 15

Central Chinmaya Mission Trust
Powai, Mumbai

91-22 - 2857-8647

Apr 17 - Apr 25

Chinmaya Sannidhi
Sydney NSW 2154, Australia
Tulsi Ramayana
Shri Hanuman Jayanti (April 18)

61 - 2 - 8850-7400

Apr 27- May 1

Shri Chandru Bharwani
Singapore
Essence of Bhagavatam

65 - 6734 4939
65 - 9637 5525 (M)

May 3 - May 9

Chinmaya Tapovan Trust
Sidhbari 176 057, Himachal Pradesh
Shrimad Bhagavatam (Camp in Hindi)
Canto VII

91 - 1892 - 234 325 (M)

11 May - 13 May

Reserved

15 May - 22 May

Chinmaya Ashram
Kolhapur
Maharashtra

91 - 94232 82227 (M)

23 May - 29 May

Chinmaya Vibhooti
Pune, Maharashtra
Kathopanishad (Camp in Hindi)

91 - 97637 23824 (M)
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“The ever-smiling Blue-boy of Brindaban is the only one
who can give us equal measure and more all the love we
all can give together. Let His Love perfect us on our path,
lend us help when we falter and add Joy when we feel
tired and exhausted on the path divine.”
~ Swami Chinmayananda

Join the Chinmaya Family as SPONSORS…
We invite you to join our Sponsorship program so that you can help us to
promote, sustain and continue to teach adults and children, alike, the Hindu
Dharma which is our Heritage. Chinmaya Mission began its service to the
Hindu Community some 20 years ago in the Bay Area.We are funded by public
contributions. Your contribution, as a Sponsor, goes towards the operation of
Sandeepany. Many families who are taking part in the various classes that
we offer to adults and children, have enrolled themselves as Sponsors. They
enjoy many benefits and become an integral part of the spiritual family at
Sandeepany. Sponsorship is an annual contribution of $500 per family. The
donation is tax deductible and can also be paid bi-annually, quarterly
or monthly.
What Do Our Sponsors Receive?
• They enjoy all the classes offered at Sandeepany Schools for adults and children.
• They will receive the journal, MANANAM and the bi-monthly Newsletters:
Chinmaya Tej and CMW Newsletter.
• Sponsors are invited to attend Weekend Retreats held periodically at Sandeepany.

United Way Contributions
Your contributions to United Way can now be designated to
Chinmaya Mission San Jose (United Way I.D. No 212100).
The Mission is enrolled to receive such contributions with
United Way Agency in Santa Clara.
Chinmaya Family would like to thank you for your support.

D ire c tio ns t o S andeepany S an Jose

If travelling South on 101
Take Guadalupe Expressway Exit
Then go past the airport about two (2) miles and get off at
Park Ave. exit
At the bottom of the ramp, and at the light, make a right turn
If travelling South on 280
Take the Meridian North Exit
Go to Park Ave. and make a right turn
If travelling South on 880
Take the 280 exit to San Jose
Get off at the Meridian North Exit
Go to Park Ave. and make a right turn
If travelling South on 680
Get off at Race Street Exit
At the bottom of the ramp, at the light, make a right turn
Go to Park Ave. (3rd light) and make a right

Chinmaya Mission
San Jose
Sandeepany San Jose
1050 Park Avenue
San Jose, CA 95126
Ph. (408) 998-2793
Fax (408) 998-2952
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